(1)

Which of these events had the highest overall TV audience in the UK:
1966 World Cup Final, 1969 Moon Landing or 1981 Royal Wedding?
1966 World Cup Final.

(2)

What word that denotes a child in the early period of life is derived
from the Latin for ‘unable to speak’?
Infant.

(3)

Canadian Alice Munro won the 2013 Nobel Prize in what category:
Economics, Literature or Physics?
Literature.

(4)

Which children’s characters were created by the Belgium artist Peyo?
The Smurfs.

(5)

Which of these phrases features in the Hogwarts School Song in the
‘Harry Potter’ books: greasy hair, sticky fingers or scabby knees?
Scabby knees.

(6)

What five letter term is given to a castrated cockerel fattened for
eating?
Capon.

(7)

Alcock and Brown’s pioneering non-stop flight over the Atlantic ended in
what country: Ireland, Greenland or Iceland?
Ireland.

(8)

Which city is the birthplace of Martin Luther King and the HQ of the TV
station CNN?
Atlanta.

(9)

Which of these is a market town in Norfolk: Bliss, Diss or Hoose?
Diss.

(10)

Jersey Tiger, Ruby Tiger and Garden Tiger are three of the most
common forms of which winged insect?
Moth.
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(11)

The 24th moon of what planet is called ‘Margaret’: Saturn, Jupiter or
Uranus?
Uranus.

(12)

The singers Amy Winehouse, Jim Morrison, Kurt Cobain and Jimi Hendrix
were all how old when they died?
27.

(13)

Which children’s author created the fictional land of Whoville: Roald
Dahl, Lewis Carroll or Dr. Seuss?
Dr. Seuss.

(14)

In boxing, in order to permanently retain the item known as the
Lonesdale Belt, how many British championship fights must a boxer win in
a single weight division?
Four.

(15)

What is the middle name of the actress Billie Piper: Peter, Percy or Paul?
Paul.

(16)

What term, used to refer to any of the compass points; north, south,
east or west, is also the title of a dignitary of the Roman Catholic Church
nominated by the Pope?
Cardinal.

(17)

On the birth of Prince George of Cambridge in 2013, who immediately
dropped to fifth in line to the throne: Prince Harry, Prince Edward or
Prince Andrew?
Prince Andrew.

(18)

Cross Fell is the highest point in which ranges of English hills?
Pennines.

(19)

What is the cooking ingredient cornflour made from: wheat, barley or
maize?
Maize.

(20)

Name the nine football teams in the 2019/20 Premier League & EFL
Championship with the word ‘City’ in their name?
Man City, Leicester City, Stoke City, Swansea City, Hull City, Norwich
City, Cardiff City, Bristol City & Birmingham City.
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(21)

Which bird native to the British Isles are ‘Lesser Spotted, ‘Great
Spotted’ and ‘Green’?
Woodpecker.

(22)

Two creatures native to Britain, share the name ‘Grayling’, one is a fish
the other is which winged insect?
Butterfly.

(23)

The New York skyscraper that was previously called the Fuller
Building, noted for its triangular shape is now known by what name?
The Flatiron Building.

(24)

Which actor played Sid Vicious in the 1986 film ‘Sid and Nancy’?
Gary Oldman.

(25)

How many of Queen’s four children were born after she came to the
throne?
Two.

(26)

Kris Marshall replaced Ben Miller in what BBC TV crime drama series?
Death in Paradise.

(27)

The NASA rockets that were used for the first manned moon missions
was named after which planet?
Saturn.

(28)

The river Niagara drains water from Lake Eyrie into what other Great
Lake?
Ontario.

(29)

In darts, what name is given to the feat of hitting the single, double and
treble of the same number in a single turn at the oche?
Shanghai.

(30)

The historic English battles of Edgehill, Marston Moor and Naseby were
all fought in which century?
17th.
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(31)

In what civilisation was Amum the King of the Gods: Aztec, Egyptian or
Celtic?
Egyptian.

(32)

In a game of Scrabble the five vowel tiles are worth how many points?
One.

(33)

Which of these countries was NOT a former colony of the
Netherlands: Indonesia, Suriname or Namibia?
Namibia.

(34)

Which European country was ruled by the Royal House of Braganza from
1640 until the end of the monarchy in 1910?
Portugal.

(35)

Roughly what percentage of a watermelon is actually water: 85%, 90% or
95%?
90%.

(36)

Who played the vicar in the 1994 film, ‘Four Weddings and a Funeral’?
Rowan Atkinson.

(37)

According to the Met Office, the year 2014 was the UK’s what: driest,
windiest or hottest on record?
Hottest on record.

(38)

U2 released an album named after what month?
October.

(39)

What part of a ‘Roman’ nose is particularly prominent: bridge, tip or
nostrils?
Bridge.

(40)

Name the seven different varieties of dispensed soft drinks and the
four flavours of milkshake available on the McDonald’s menu in the UK
according to its website as of August 2019? (Does NOT include hot drinks,
smoothies, frappes, iced coolers, frozen drinks or any drinks only served in bottles)

Coca-Cola Classic, Coca-Cola Zero, Diet Coke, Fanta Orange, Oasis,
Sprite Zero, Irn-Bru, Strawberry, Chocolate, Banana & Vanilla. (Oasis is a
fruity dispensed drink, NOT the bottled one sold in other outlets)
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